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Abstract—Employees play a crucial role in improving infor-
mation security in their enterprise, and this requires everyone
having the requisite security knowledge. To maximise knowledge,
organisations should facilitate and encourage Security Knowledge
Sharing (SKS) between employees. This paper reports on the
design and implementation of a mobile game to enhance the deliv-
ery of information security training to help employees to protect
themselves against security attacks. The collaborative Transactive
Memory System (TMS) theory was used to model organisational
knowledge sharing. We then satisfy the self-determination needs
of employees to maximise intrinsic motivation to share knowledge
at the individual level, via an Educational Security Game.
An empirical study evaluated the intervention, an application
that facilitates and encourages Information Security Knowledge
Sharing. The results are still in progress.

Index Terms—Self-Determination Theory, Transactive Mem-
ory System, Information Security Awareness, Knowledge Shar-
ing, Security Awareness Training

I. INTRODUCTION

Collaborative interventions in information security should
encourage employees to interact with each other to share their
security knowledge –– thus ensuring that all employees have
access to security advice [1], [2].

The study will test the validity of the Transactive Memory
Systems (TMS) theory to model Security Knowledge Sharing
(SKS) within organizations. A Security Knowledge Sharing
System (STOW) application models TMS to reflect organ-
isational factors and incorporates the satisfaction of SDT
needs [3] on the individual level to maximise SKS within
organisations.

The research question is: “Can security knowledge sharing
be modeled using TMS and sharing encouraged by satisfying
the self-determination needs of employees? After implement-
ing the application, we will empirically evaluate it to answer
this question, as shown in Figure 1.

II. RELATED WORK

Information Security Awareness (ISA) can be described
as “a state where users in an organization are aware of
ideally committed to their security mission” (p. 31) [4]. Several
studies have contended that employees’ ISA is among the most
significant element for achieving the objectives of information
security in organizations [4]–[6]. It is therefore crucial to

Fig. 1. A Model for Describing (1), Facilitating (2) and Encouraging (3)
Security Knowledge Sharing, thereby Enhancing Sharing (4). SDT=Self-
Determination Theory; TMS: Transactive Memory System

enhance employees’ awareness of security practices in order
to mitigate risk in organizations [4], [7], [8].

People can gain security knowledge from training pro-
grammes [5], [9], [10], from personal experience [11] or from
other employees in the workplace [12]. However, approaches
of this type carry with them a variety of well-known limita-
tions, such as the difficulty in determining the effectiveness of
such training [13].

One mechanism for improving ISA is for employees to
transfer security-related knowledge to other employees [14].

Employees collaborate in many ways to facilitate knowledge
sharing [15], [16]. Safa et al. [15] identified information
security collaboration as a powerful and efficient approach
to reducing the risks associated with managing information
security. Moreover, the researchers confirmed that limited
studies have been conducted collaboratively in the information
security field as it pertains to organisations. Tsohou et al. [17]
observed that several studies have explored the organisational
and individual aspects to enhance Information Security Aware-
ness.
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A. Educational Games

Educational games have become recognized as a powerful
teaching tool with the potential to result in an “instructional
revolution” [18]. The principal reason for this is that game-
based education permits employees to learn through expe-
rience and the utilization of a virtual environment while
motivating them to think critically and problem-solve [18],
[19]. Moreover, Security Games (SG) are leading employees
to enjoy and collaborate, as the games comprise a form of
intrinsic motivation. According to Dixon et al., SG have
led employees to engage with and enjoy learning, as they
anticipate a smooth, agreeable and straightforward experience
[20].

B. Transactive Memory System and Self-Determination

1) Transactive Memory System (TMS) Theory: TMS has
been described as “a set of individual memory systems in
combination with the communication that takes place between
individuals” (p.186), [21]. Liang, Moreland, and Argote (1995)
described three aspects of TMS:

(1) Specialisation: this is the term used to describe the
degree of differentiation of the knowledge held by team
members [22].

(2) Coordination: this describes the efficiency of the team
in terms of knowledge processing while working together.

(3) Credibility: this is the way in which individual team
members perceive the reliability of the knowledge held by the
other members of the team.

2) Self-Determination Theory (SDT): According to De
Charms [23] and Deci and Ryan [3], intrinsic motivation
works by motivating an individual through their own natural
interest in activities that are new or challenging. With intrinsic
motivation, there is no need for the individual to be rewarded
for their behaviour [3], [23]. In SDT, three key human needs
must be met:

• The need for autonomy , which is a person’s wish
to self-organise their own actions;

• The need for a sense of competence, which is when
a person desires self-efficacy; and

• The need for relatedness, i.e. a person’s wish for
the support and feelings of connection with others
around them [24].

Studies have shown that when these three core needs are
satisfied, individuals are more likely to take part in and exhibit
better performance [1], [24] .

We propose a model that describes SKS based on TMS
constructs, encouraging SKS by using SDT constructs (Figure
1). TMS relies considerably on information technology for
support. The model complements prior SKS models, including
Gagne’s [25] model of organisational knowledge use. The
differences between the models, however, are in the concep-
tualisation of facilitation by TMS, which is multidimensional
in the SKS model and also in the inclusion of psychological
factors that can impact on the quality of motivation by SDT.
Our model gives a detailed explanation of how and why certain

HRM practices impact on engagement with SKS behaviour,
thus providing solid advice regarding interaction systems
among employees.

III. METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN

The aim of this study is to implement and empirically
evaluate an application that facilitates Information Security
Knowledge Sharing based on the SKS model, which was
published in our previous work and is shown in Figure 1 [1].
The empirical evaluation is depicted in Figure 2.

A. Data Collection Procedure

Group A –– Intervention Group: Employees will be given
a pre-questionnaire (Information Security Assessment). They
will then be given Game in App which will include some
knowledge about how the users can improve their awareness
(two weeks). We will give them a post-questionnaire (Infor-
mation Security Assessment).

Group B –– Control Group: This group will be given a
pre- and post-questionnaire (Information Security Assessment)
with no intervention to maximise SKS.

B. Awareness Level Measurement

The following awareness scale has been adapted from
Kruger and Kearney which was used to explain the level of
awareness [26] as shown in Table I.

TABLE I
AWARENESS LEVEL MEASUREMENT

Awareness Measurement Actions
Good 80–100 Satisfactory: badges as an expert user and

can be group leader
Average 60–79 Minor– action potentially required
Poor 59 and less UnSatisfactory: need improve

C. The STOW game overview and rules

The Security Knowledge Sharing System (STOW) is a se-
curity game presented as a mobile app (e-learning scenarios to
encourage reflection and discovery among employees) which
includes multiple choice questions via a virtual connection.
The scenarios will be based on the Global Information Security
Policy and common human errors. STOW is supposed to be
played by employees as a group under the guidance of the IT
department who will control the game, as shown in Figure 3

D. Design Elements for Game

Appropriate competition dynamics will help persuade em-
ployees to become more engaged in their assignments as
shown in (Table II.):

IV. CONCLUSION

A great deal of effort has gone into designing and rolling
out security awareness training. These efforts are essential, but
perhaps not sufficient. If we focus primarily on the individual,
we neglect one powerful mechanism for improving security
knowledge and competence. Here we describe the STOW
application, which uses TMS to model sharing within the
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Fig. 2. Assessment and Game Flow.

Fig. 3. STOW Application.

TABLE II
STOW DESIGN ELEMENTS

Game
Dynam-
ics

Game El-
ements

Description

Challenge
scenarios

Points and
badges

Competence is an important component
among the intrinsic motivation and plays
a key role in Credibility via Evaluation

Leader
board

Badges Relatedness: Employees can trust co-
workers based on Leader board

Best an-
swer

Reuse and
Retrieve

Competence: Choosing the best answer
based on the employees’ personal opinion

organisation, and uses SDT to encourage individual security
knowledge sharing. Analysis of results is still ongoing.
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